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ABSTRACT

Characterization of the electron beam’s properties wiii be a major task after the

upgrade of the Los Alamos Free-Electron Laser (FEL) Facility with a photoelectric

injector (PEI) and increased acceleration capability to 40 MeV, Adjustments to the

previous diagnostics package that address the lower beam emittance, higher energy, and

wakefield source reduction issues will be discussed,
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1. 1NTRODUCTION

The upgrade of the Los Alamos Free-Electron Laser (FEL) Facility with a photoelectric injector

(PE1) and increased acceleration capability to 40 MeV is ;he principal thrust of the High Brightness

Accelerator FEL (HIBAF) Facility [ l]. Objectives include demonstrating the ability to generate and

transport bright electron beams, to extend our Iasing capability to 3 microns with the present wiggier,

and to operate a single accelerator driven master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA). Characterization

of the electron beam’s properties will be a key task in this effort. Adjustments to the previous

diagnostics package [2,3] are required to address the lower beam emittance higher energy, and

wakefield source reduction issues.

The philosophy of time-resolved imaging diagnostics for the submacropulse and submicropulse

timescales will be maintained. In the slow dipole deflector and fast r~ deflector systems described

previously, the increase in electron-beam magnetic rigidity will be partially compensated by the

anticipated reduction in spot sizes in the spectrometer and by alterations in the beam transport system,

We are prepared to measure electron-beam spatial profile and position, emittance, charge, micropuise

duration and energy (centroid, slew) with a combiila~ion of intercepting and nonintercepting techniques.

In addition to Cerenkov radiation and transition radiation mechanisms, we estimate there will be

sufficient photon intensity generated via synchrotrons radiation in the two 30-degree bend Fortions of

the 60-degree isochronous bend as well as in the wiggler region to provide complementary,

nonintercepting diagnostic information. The co’ version of the electron information to optical

information will allow imaging by a selection of gated, intensified video cameras and streak-camera

systems. The streak camera will also be used to evaluate/monitor the PEI drive las~r micropulses.

Initial measurements of divergence, charge, and micropulse duration will be discussed in Section

Ill,

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEI)[JRES

The list of electron beam mcmurcrncnts in opc nation and/or plnnncd is given in Table 1. We have

begun with characterization of the clcclron beam al 17-McV aflcr accclcrrition on the firsl two
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accelerators. Figure 1 is a schematic of the HiBAF Facility which will be installed eventually. The

optical transition radiation (OTR) stations at location # I-4 will provide the beam position and profile,

pointing, and emittance measurements at critical points in the MOPA configuration. The C)TR based

techniques have been described previously [4] and also at this Conference [5]. Basically, at a beam

the root-mean square (RMS)

e-beam included rejection at

waist the simultaneous measurement of x-axis (or y-axis) projections of -
.—--- .

radius and divergence yield the rms emittance, c-.

One of the types of adjustments that we made for the PEI-driven

the drive laser wavelength, (526 rim). A noticeable amount of laser light is redirected back down the

accelerator bore after incidence on the photocathode. Figure 2 shows the band-pass rejection at 500-

600 nm provided by a coated, high power laser mirror and the superposition of the 450 x 40 band-pass

filter that selects the sampled reg;me out of the broadband OTR source. We have also operated on the

longer wavelength side at 650 x 40 nm.

The number of beamline discontinuities must be held to a minimum to avoid wakefield effects at

the projected high peak currents of HIBAF. In the case of the beamline boxes for viewing screens, the

assemblies were designed so that when the screen was not in use, the location would appear as a

constant radius bore to the transiting beam, Figure 3 schematically illustrates this design where the

matched pipe goes into pla:e for position #2. For some of the initial measurements at OTR #l a

double-actuator box was used that did not include this wrikefield reduction feature. However, the

double-actuator provided a

measurement of divergence.

As an additional diagnostic, an x-ray detector based on an optically masked radiation converter

and vacuum photodiode was located close to the beam box position. This detector’s signal could resolve

single micropulses in the pulse train and thus track the variation of x-ray generation within/during the

macropulse as either eleclrons hit tk,e transpxt pipes or the viewing screen when it was inserted. This

diagnostic was useful in corroborating the observation of “field emission” electrons that were

generated/accelerated when the r/ power was on but, the drive laser was not,

choice between a single foil OTR or two-foil OTR interferometer
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[11. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS

In this section we present some of the initial preliminary results on e-beam measurements and

outline other proposed diagnostic developments.

A. Preliminary Results

A collection of correlated e-beam data from an early HIBAF run at an

electron beam energy of 16 MeV is shown in Fig. 4. The upper two quadrants

show the beam spot and divergence measurements using the OTR

interferometer, The visibility of the interference fringes

the calculated fringe pattern for various beam divergences.

the fibure the output of the x-ray detector, a wall current

can be compared to

in the lower half of

monitor (WCM), and

a photodiode for the drive laser profile are given. All three detectors show the

10-ps long macropulse. The x-ray detector laser-driven signal rides on a small

background that coincides with the rj power, and the increase in x-rays during

the IOM is correlated with the decrease in charge transported to the WCM.

Additionally, Fig, 5 shows that the OTR diagnostics also can sense both

the laser-driven electrons (upper) and the background electrons being

transported with the drive

quadruple for bringing the

laser off (lower), At this stage there is no

beam-spot to a tight focus. Also the fringe

visibility is seen to be much less for the background electrons, Preliminary

data indicated the strength of these electrons had direct dependence on the

duration of rf power delivered to the accelerators and specifically to the field

amplitudes in accelerator A.

Supplementary evaluations of the drive laser itself included a streak-

camera measurement of the micropulse length of the doubled Nd:YLF output in

the green at 526 nm. Preliminary data are given in Fig. 6 where ihc upper

portion included trst data for a laser diode operating at I GHz frequency. The

lower half of the figure shows a micropulse duration of about 17 ps. A second
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Possible use of the OTR angular distribution camera as a monitor of the drive

laser’s spatial mode on the photocathode is shown in Fig. 7. If the wavelength

rejection filters are reduced, enough drive laser light off the photocathode can

be imaged in the “object at infinity” field. The two images show an alteration

in the drive laser spatial shape with polarizer angle and transport optics

refocusing. The OTR fringes are seen in the annular rings around the bright

spot of the drive laser. This is an areii for further development.

B. Proposed Developments

The potential accelerations of electrons to 40-45 MeV should allow

monitoring of the electron beam position and profile irt a noninterceptive

manner in the two 30° bends of the 6(Y isochronous bend. Figure 8

schematically illustrates where the ports Wouid be as the e-beam enters from

the left. For these path-bend radii (magnetic fields) and 40 MeV, we estimate

the synchrotrons radiation critical wavelength to be in the few-micron regime so

measurable energy should be available even at visible wavelengths. Either S-1

photocathodes or silicon-based imagers can be used for 1-~m radiation. Image

intensification techniques can provide an additional gain and sensitivity factors

if needed. Another aspect could be imaging the harmonic spontaneous emission

(enhanced synchrotrons radiation) from the wiggler which also provides spatial

position and profile content. Again, intensified imaging techniques may be the

enabling technology that allows one, to focus a telescope at various axial

positions within the wiggler such that the limited depth-of-field localizes the e-

beam information, Investigators at the Stanford Mark-111 FEL, have already

reported success under their particular conditions when the fundamental

wavelength was 3Mm[6].
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Eventually, it is planned to transport the electron beam information

converted to optical information via Cerenkov, transition, and/or synchrotrons

radiation mechanisms to the upstairs laboratory in which the drive laser is

located. Then the single streak-camera system could monitor the drive laser, e-

beam micropulse, and unconverted FEL micropulse with the investigator having

access to the equipment. A final addition to the diagnostics capability is the

planned upgrade to our streak camera of a dual sweep unit to allow tracking of

submicropulse information during a single macropulse. This system includes

locking the fast-sweep axis to the 108.3 MHz reference rf signal. Such a

capability could be particularly useful on PEI and r~-LINAC-driven FELs.

Iv. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS1ONS

Initial operations of the HIBAF facility have been demonstrated at 17 MeV. Preliminary

checkouts of diagnostics for e-beam charge, spatial position and profile, divergence, and energy and for

the drive laser beam pulse length and mode shape were completed. Learning experiences with the PEI

on the facility were attained in regard to vacuum requirements, injection of the drive laser, and

background sources for diagnostics. Comparison of pre-calculations and the initial experiments are

continuing with emittance measurements at the beamline location after accelerator D at 17 and 40 MeV

having high priority.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Schematic of the high brightness accelerator facility (HIBAF) beamline for the master

oscillator ~wer amplifier (MOPA) configuration.

Transmission curves for wavelength filters used to reject the drive laser at 526 nm.

A schematic of the wakefield reduction feature of the beamline viewing screen box.

Preliminary data for the electron beam spot, divergence, x-ray production, WCM and the

laser photodiode.

Preliminary OTR data for e-beam spot and divergence with the drive laser on and off.

Preliminary streak-camera data for calibration laser (upper) and drive laser micropulse

duration (lower).

OTR angular distribution camera also provides information on the drive laser irradiation of

photocathode.

Schematic of synchrotrons radiation ports on 6(Y nonisochronous bend.
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TABLE I

Planned Electron-Beam Measurements for HIBAF

A. 17-MeV Measurements

■ Beam position and profile (OTR),

■ Pointing (OTR),

= Micropulse charge,

■ Emittance (OTR),

■ Energy,

■ Micropulse duration (drive laser initially),

❑ X-ray diagnostic.

B. 40-MeV Memurements (Planned)

■ Beam position and profile (OTR and synchrotrons),

■ Micropulse charge,

■ Emittance (OTR),

■ Energy,

● Micropulse duration (synchrotrons or OTR).

Additionally

Slow deflector for macropulse effects,

Fast deflector for micropulse effects,

Spectrometer #I,

Spectrometer *2.

Wakefield reduction designs

25-mm bore in beamline,

WCM-matched diam~ter,

E?amline cross-matched diamc;er,
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PRELIMINARY HEIAF DATA
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ISOCHRONOUS BEND WITH
TWO SYNCHI?OTRON PORTS PROVIDES

POTENTIAL NON-INTERCEPTING DIAGNOSTIC
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